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Ancient Maya
The Rise and Fall of a Rainforest Civilization
Arthur Demarest, Vanderbilt University, Tennessee

By applying a holistic view to the most recent evidence from
archaeology, Arthur Demarest brings the lost civilization of the
Maya to life. His theoretical interpretation emphasises both the
brilliant rain forest adaptations of the ancient Maya and the
Native American spirituality that permeated all aspects of their
daily life. Drawing on data from the largest ongoing
archaeology projects in Central America, this new study will
appeal to anyone interested in the ecological bases of
civilization, the function of the state and the causes of the
collapse of civilizations.

Contents
1. The mystery and the challenge of the Ancient Maya;
2. Background: geography, chronology, and theoretical perspective;
3. The exploration and archaeology of the Maya: a brief history;
4. Obscure beginnings and the preclassic florescence; 5. The splinter
of classic Maya florescence in the lowlands; 6. Settlement and
subsistence: the rain forest adaptation; 7. Classic Maya economics;
8. Religion and ideology: beliefs and ritual of the theater state;
9. Classic Maya politics and history: the dynamics of the theater
state; 10. The end of classic Maya civilization: collapse, transition,
and transformation; 11. The legacy of the classic Maya civilization:
postclassic, colonial, and modern traditions; 12. The lessons of Maya
history and prehistory.
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• Written by one of the world’s
most influential archaeologists

• Concise and accessible
introduction to archaeological
theory

• On the cutting edge of
contemporary developments in
archaeological theory
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Reading the Past
Current Approaches to Interpretation in
Archaeology

Third edition
Ian Hodder, Stanford University, California
and Scott Hutson, University of California, Berkeley

The third edition of this classic introduction to archaeological theory and method
has been fully updated to address the burgeoning of theoretical debate
throughout the discipline. Ian Hodder and Scott Hutson argue that archaeologists
must bring to bear a variety of perspectives in the complex and uncertain task of
constructing meaning from the past. While remaining centred on the importance
of hermeneutics, agency and history, the authors explore cutting-edge
developments in areas such as post-structuralism, neo-evolutionary theory and
whole new branches of theory such as phenomenology. With the addition of two
completely new chapters, the third edition of Reading the Past presents an
authoritative, state-of-the-art analysis of contemporary archaeological theory.
Also including new material on feminist archaeology, historical approaches such
as cultural history, and theories of discourse and signs, this book represents
essential reading for any student or scholar with an interest in the past.

Contents

Preface to the third edition; 1. The problem; 2. Processual and systems approaches;
3. Structuralist, post-structuralist and semiotic archaeologies; 4. Marxism and ideology;
5. Agency and practice; 6. Embodied archaeology; 7. Archaeology and history; 8. Contextual
archaeology; 9. Post-processual archaeology; 10. Conclusion: archaeology as archaeology;
Bibliography; Index.
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